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Abstract 
Bonenfant, P. and L.D. Nel, Categorical differentiation theory and Cauchy continuity, Topology 
and its Applications 53 (1993) 119-130. 
We establish that the category of Cauchy spaces and Cauchy continuous maps upholds an 
intrinsic differentiation theory. Its intrinsic concept of smooth map differs from the usual one 
even on finite dimensional open domains. We also study a second category (proximeric spaces) 
for Cauchy continuous maps, showing it to be a topocosm (special quasitopos) with nice 
embedding of compact and precompact spaces. 
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Introduction 
A Cauchy continuous map f : X + Y between metric spaces is a function that 
preserves Cauchy filters. The difference between “Cauchy continuous” and “con- 
tinuous” becomes conspicuous when one considers, for example, a proper sub- 
space U cX, a complete Y and a continuous f : U + Y. Then f is Cauchy 
continuous if and only if it allows continuous extension over the closure of U. Such 
maps arise frequently in complex function theory and in differential equations (e.g. 
two point boundary value problems). Interest in Cauchy continuous maps has led 
to the concept of “Cauchy space”. The category %5y of these spaces and maps 
(definitions given in Section 1.1) forms a topological construct in which the 
Cartesian exponent law holds, so as to make 2?,, a toponome (see Section 1.1). 
In the present paper we study 5Zy from the point of view of analysis. We show 
that when the real field R is given the standard E?‘y-structure, it equips this 
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toponome for calculus in the sense of [12]. Thus all the usual theorems of calculus 
such as the chain rule, fundamental theorem of calculus, differentiation of multi- 
linear maps, partial differentiation hold in all optimal (infinite dimensional) linear 
Cauchy spaces. There is also an exponent law for canonical spaces of Cauchy 
smooth maps. The difference between Cauchy continuity and ordinary continuity 
implies a corresponding difference between Cauchy smoothness and ordinary 
smoothness. 
To verify the calculus axioms for %?y is quite nontrivial. One could imitate the 
corresponding steps for the toponome E’c * (Choquet convergence spaces)-largely 
a lengthy and unappetizing exercise in Riemann-Stieltjes sums. Instead, we use 
categorical techniques to reduce the problem to that of the known case g= *. The 
fact that such a reduction is possible does not prevent Zy from having an intrinsic 
functional analysis and calculus quite distinct from that of E’c *. By dropping one of 
the E’y axioms one gets a larger category ‘%?r* which is not merely a toponome, but 
even a topocosm. The mentioned results for E’y work just as well for %‘rr. 
In the last three sections we study a certain coreflective subcategory gr, of grr, 
obtained as the final hull of its proxic spaces. We show that gi, is again a topocosm 
by first establishing a general criterion for final hulls in topocosms to be topocosms. 
gi, is then shown to allow interesting full embeddings: k-spaces as well as 
separated precompact uniform spaces, with preservation of finite products in both 
cases. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Categories equipped for analysis 
For the categorical, topological, and functional analytic background immedi- 
ately relevant to this paper, see [13,14]; for more general categorical background, 
[I]. In all that follows, 5%’ (also with subscripts) always denotes a toponome; thus 59 
is a topological construct equipped with toponomous mapping spaces E’(X, Y) that 
yield a natural isomorphism (Cartesian exponent law) with components t& : %‘7(W 
xx, Y) + HW, g7(x, YN, t(f)(w)(x) = fb, xl. 
5~~ * denotes the special toponome of (Choquet) convergence spaces; ‘8c * -spaces 
are sets X structured with filters 9 that converge to a limit point x, written 
F+ x in this paper, subject to the following three axioms of Choquet [7]: (Ccl) 
every point ultrafilter LPI -)x; (Ccr) if 3 -+x and .9 refines 9 then g-+x; (Cc*) 
if 9 is such that all its ultrafilter refinements converge to x, then F+ x. The 
$5c .+-maps (continuous maps) are those that preserve filter convergence in the 
obvious sense. For our immediate purposes the axiom (Cc*) plays no role and is 
included just to make the spaces more familiar. The toponomous mapping spaces 
‘8’c *(X, Y) carry the continuous convergence structure: 2 -+ g means Z(9) -+ 
g(x) in Y whenever F--+x in X (see e.g. [4] or [13]). It is easy to see that a family 
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f, : X--f Y (i E I> in gc * is initial if 9 ++ x in X means fj.L? +fi(x) in Y for every 
i. Of course, f%’ denotes the filter generated by the image sets f(A) (A E Z!?‘>. 
E?rr denotes the toponome of refinable filtered spaces: sets X structured with 
filters F on X called micromeric filters (abstract Cauchy filters), subject to two 
axioms: (Cfl) every point ultrafilter L?~ is micromeric and (Cfr) if Sr is micromeric 
and 5 refines y then r is micromeric. The err-maps (Cauchy continuous maps) 
between filtered spaces are functions that preserve micromeric filters in the 
obvious sense. The category ‘Z7rr and the term “micromeric” first emerged in the 
guise of “filter merotopic spaces” (see [S]). 5?y (Cauchy spaces) denotes the full 
(reflective) subcategory of 5Zfr determined by those spaces X satisfying the 
additional axiom: (Cy) if 5t and .Z? are micromeric filters with a common refine- 
ment, then their intersection is a micromeric filter. These spaces have been 
extensively studied (see [9] and its references). It was shown in [2], via a known 
characterization, that ‘Zy is a toponome. The toponomous mapping space structure 
of %?rr and %‘y imitates that of 5Zcc* (see [13, 22.X41): Z?’ micromeric in %!?f7fr(X, Y) 
means Z(L~T) is micromeric in Y whenever 7 is micromeric in X. Similarly the 
initial structures in %?rr and E’y are like that of 5?c *, with the limit point omitted 
(see Proposition 4.1). 
To say that the toponome %? is equipped for analysis (more precisely: for real 
analysis) means that the real field IL! has been structured as a E’-space so that 
addition, multiplication and subtraction are E?‘-maps R X R + R. The usual conver- 
gent (respectively Cauchy) filters on R provide it with a Zc *-structure (respec- 
tively, ?Zfr-structure) that makes 5Zc .+ (respectively Z?rr, gy’,> equipped for analysis. 
Suppose from now on that E’ is equipped for analysis. One forms the category 
L?‘E’ of linear L%spaces with real scalars in the usual manner. For _BZ’-spaces E 
and F the linear subspace of P(E, F) formed by the linear maps is denoted 
[E, Fl, while [E, RI (the canonical dual space) is also denoted E*. To say E is 
rej7exive means the canonical map QE: E -E**, @(x)(Z) = I(x), is an isomor- 
phism in _L?%?. A systematic elementary exposition of all this appears in [14]. 
1.2. Calculus axioms 
For E’-subspaces A c R’ the _!5%-subspace ad@A X A, R> of %?(A X A, [w) is 
formed by all maps A : A x A + R! at which the cyclic sum function csum’ : @A X 
A, R) -+ %?‘:(A x A X A, R) vanishes; this function is given by the formula 
csum(A)(a, P, r> = (P -~)A(Q, P> + (7 -P)A(B, r> 
+(a - y)A(y, a>. 
We need to recall from [12] also the _5?%7-map ed, (“evaluate diagonally”) given by 
ed,:ad%?(A xA, R) -%?(A, R), cd(A)(A) =A(h, A). 
To say %? is equipped for caZculus means in addition (see [12]) that the following 
three calculus axioms are satisfied by every nonempty open real interval 0 as 
E-subspace of R: 
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Continuity Axiom. @Y-maps f : i.2 -3 R are continuous (usual sense). 
Fundamental Axiom. ed, is a @-isomorphism. 
Reflexiveness Axiom. HO, IF@ is reflexive. 
The Fundamental Axiom encodes the information that allows one to establish 
categorically the usual properties of integrals of scalar valued curves; the Reflex- 
iveness Axiom is a device for extending these integral properties to vector valued 
curves (the whole theory of categorical differential calculus in [12] is based on 
integrals of curves). 
A number of categories are known to be equipped for calculus: gC .+ (mentioned 
above), %Y’ (sequential convergence spaces), %?7k (compactly generated topological 
spaces) and several more (see [12]). While the mentioned categories all yield the 
same smooth maps between finite dimensional spaces, their smooth maps between 
infinite dimensional spaces, even their bilinear maps, are in general different (see 
e.g. [lo]). 
1.3. Selected subcategories 
m’2? denotes the full subcategory of %? determined by all manic spaces X; these 
are the spaces such that the maps X + R form a monofamily, i.e., they separate 
points. It is equivalent o demand that the canonical map @, : X + %?(%?‘(X, IL!), R), 
@(x>(f > = f(x) b e a monomorphism. Since %‘(-, [w) : ‘Pp + E? is right adjoint to its 
opposite functor with unit of adjunction @ and %!Y has (quotient, mono> factoriza- 
tion, it follows at once from [13, Theorem 6.i] that rn%?’ is a quotient reflective 
subcategory of %. 
m_!B? (manic _Y$?-spaces) is the full subcategory of _Y’Z determined by all 
spaces E that allow a monofamily E -+ R in _Y%‘; equivalently, those E for which 
themap@,:E+E ** is an injection. It is known that R is an m_%?-space and if 
F is in m_Y%Y?, then so are [E, F] and ‘5$X, F) (see [ll] or [14]). Moreover, rn_Y% 
is a quotient reflective subcategory of _5?%“, by a similar application of [13, 
Theorem 6.i]. 
2. YZrr and @YY are equipped for calculus 
For a special category %Y’, direct verification of the calculus axioms-especially 
the Reflexiveness Axiom-is usually rather lengthy and difficult. The typical proof 
proceeds via an enriched version of the Riesz representation theorem for linear 
functionals on 55(0, R) and then one also needs to handle the structure of the 
second dual space Z!Y(L?, R)**. In the case of %YY (and likewise ‘Z?rr) the difficulty is 
aggravated by the fact that virtually nothing is known from previous studies about 
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these duals and second duals. Thus an indirect method such as that presented here 
seems a welcome alternative technique. 
The lemma to follow will enable us to verify the calculus axioms for ‘xZ~~ and EYY 
largely by virtue of their known validity for the category %Yc .+. In this lemma, an 
insertion map ins: A + R is called regular if it forms part of some equalizer 
diagram f 0 ins = g 0 ins in m’8. A restructor between constructs (see [13]) means a 
functor that restructures the spaces on the same underlying set while leaving 
underlying functions unchanged. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 59, and 5?Y2 be equipped for analysis, with real fields R, and R, 
respectively and suppose A c R, satisfies the calculus axioms for ‘$7,) where ins : A -+ 
R, is a regular insertion in mE?,. Let I : mE’, + rn$F2 be a restructor such that 
(a) \ preserves equalizers and finite products, 
(b) j[w, = [w,, 
(cl X591(x, [F8,) = VJIX, 1 rw,>. 
Then \A satisfies the calculus axioms for gz. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the assumptions that \A satisfies the Continu- 
ity Axiom. Towards the Fundamental Axiom, we note first that ad%‘,(A X A, RI> is 
defined via an equalizer diagram csumoins = 0 0 ins (see Section 1.2). Since 1 
preserves equalizers and IAN = ( IA)~, this restructor transforms the defining 
equalizer diagram in %Y, to the corresponding equalizer diagram in ‘%YZ that defines 
ad$?Yz( {A*, R,). It follows via the universal property of the equalizer that \ ad%YJA 
xA, lR,)=adE?z(~A~ IA, [W,)anded,.= led,. Hence \A satisfies the Funda- 
mental Axiom for ‘%?Z. As regards the Reflexiveness Axiom, we have to show that 
@F:F+Ftt is an isomorphism, where F = 5Z-J \A, R,). Since [E, R, I is a regular 
subspace of %?“,(E, R,) (see [ll]) and 1 preserves regular subspaces as equalizers, 
we see via (c) that l[E, R,]=[\E, 1 R,], i.e., IE’=(IE)*. Similarly, IE*‘= 
(lE)**. Taking E = %?JA, R), reflexive by assumption, we have at once that 
\E = I%‘~(A, R) = gz( \A, R,) is likewise reflexive. q 
Let us now embark on the verification that !Zfr is equipped for calculus. The 
preceding lemma will enable us to conclude that closed intervals A c R satisfy the 
calculus axioms for %!Yfr because they are known to do so for 5~~ .+. However, it is 
for nonempty open intervals 0 that the axioms actually have to be verified; 
moreover, in the Fundamental Axiom we are concerned with finite 5$fr-products 
W. Let A denote the usual closure of the open interval 0. Then A” is the closure 
of 0” and we have an insertion map ins” : 0’ + A” (n = 1,2,. . .I. The functor 
%Yfr(-, rW> converts this insertion into the gfr-rnap %?&ns”, [WI, which is nothing but 
the restriction map, f * f 1 W. 
Lemma 2.2. The map E?&ns”, IN: Zfr(An, R) + SY~,,(R”, R) is an isomorphism in 
_Y%f’f, (n = 1,2,. . . ). 
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Proof. It follows at once from the known properties of Cauchy filters and the 
structure of %7rr-products and subspaces that the insertions ins” : fin + A” are not 
only restrictions of linear maps, but embeddings (initial monomorphisms) in %‘rr; 
moreover, the micromeric filters of 0” and An are the classical Cauchy filters. We 
must construct a %?r’,,-inverse “ext” for the map %?rJins”, R): %&An, R) --f $!?&P’, 
R). Define 
ext(g)(x) =lim g(N,f3fln), 
where g E @rr(O”, R), x E A’, and _Afx denotes the neighborhood filter of x in An; 
since fin is dense in An, the trace filter Jy; n R” exists and converges to x: since g 
is a gf,-map it carries this trace filter to a Cauchy filter in R, which yields a unique 
limit ext(g)(x>; so we have a well-defined function ext(g> : A” -+ R; this function is 
continuous by the extension principle for continuous maps into regular topological 
spaces (see [6, Ch. 1, 08.51); so all told, we have a function ext : ‘2Tfr(fP, RI + %Yfr(A”, 
RI. To show ext underlies a ‘3?‘rr-map, we consider a micromeric filter A? on its 
domain. Since all micromeric filters on An are refinements of neighborhood filters 
Mx, it is enough to show that every filter ext(A?)(_&) is convergent in R. From the 
assumption on A?’ we know that A??(N~ n W> converges in R, to y (say). Let N be 
a closed neighborhood of y. Then there exists a member H E Z? and a neighbor- 
hood A4 of x in An such that A4 is a product of closed intervals and H(M f’ On) c 
N. For every f E H we have, by continuity of ext(f), that ext(fXm) CR= N. 
One verifies that A4 n On= M. So it follows that ext(H)(M) cN. This means 
ext(Z’X&> converges (to y) in R, as we wanted to show. 0 
Theorem 2.3. ‘Zfr and %Yy are equipped for calculus. 
Proof. In order to apply Lemma 2.1, we define the restructor 1 : mZc * --f rn’Zfr by 
specifying for each rn’Zc * -space X the micromeric filters on 1X to be precisely 
those that converge on X. There is no problem in verifying that this gives a Z7rr 
structure and that we obtain in the obvious way a functor that preserves underlying 
sets and functions. 
Claim 1. The functor 1 : rnkFc * + rn%Yf, is fidl. 
Note first of all that in an rn’GYc * -space a filter can converge to at most one 
point (this is why we are restricting 1 to this subcategory). Consider a gfr-rnap 
g : 1 X + \ Y and let F + x in X. By assumption, gy + y in Y for some y and we 
have merely to show y = g(x). But 9-nPx 4.x in X, so g(Ffwx) ^-) w in Y for 
some w. By the definitions, 9= + z in Y where z = g(x). Now 9, and g9 both 
refine g(FfvFx), so they must converge to the same point w = y = g(x). 
Claim 2. I preserves finite products. 
Consider a micromeric filter 9 on 1X x 1 Y. By applying the projections we 
obtain pro,9 --+ x in X and pro,F -+ y in Y. In view of how products are formed 
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in gc, and its reflective subcategory rnEc *, the product filter pro,9 x pro,sT+ 
(x, y> in XX Y and therefore its refinement F-+ (x, y) in XX Y. It follows that 
F is micromeric in 1 (XX Y), so we have a @7f7-map 1X X I Y -+ \ (X X Y) which 
is rigid (i.e., identity at set level). Its inverse is easily seen to be a grr-map via the 
universal property of products. 
Claim 3. 1 preserves equalizers. 
Suppose e : W + X arises as equalizer of f, g : X + Y in m‘&‘= * . We can identify 
W with the subspace of X on which the two maps agree, so that e = ins : W-X is 
the insertion of a closed subspace; the closedness stems from the uniqueness of 
limits in Y. To see that 1 preserves this equalizer, consider a %,-map a : V-t 1X 
such that f 0 a =g 0 a. Since the underlying set functor gc * - Set preserves 
equalizers, there must be a corestriction function a ’ : V + W such that e 0 a I= a 
and our task is just to show a I underlies a grr-map a 1: I/* 1 W. So take a 
micromeric filter 3 on I/. Then a9 is micromeric on \X, which means aF -+ x in 
X. But since a factors through a ’ as a function, we have WE aF. Since W is 
closed, XE W,so aF+x in W,inotherwords a/F-+x in Wand a’:V+ IW is 
a grr-map as we wanted to show. 
Claim 4. 1 %Yc * (X, R) = gff,< 1X, 1 R). 
We note by fullness of \ that the spaces 1 E’= *(X, [WI and E7f,( \X, \ R) have the 
same underlying set. We need to show that the micromeric filters of the space 
&(1X, R) coincide with the convergent filters of the space $?c *(X, R). If A?@ is a 
convergent filter on %c *(X, R>, then it is micromeric on gf,( 1X, R> as an immedi- 
ate consequence of the definitions. For the converse, we consider a micromeric 
filter A#? on @7rr( 1X, R). Then, for every convergent filter & +x in X, we have 
A’(&) micromeric on IR, thus convergent to some y (say) in R. It follows that the 
difference filter A’ --A? converges to 0 in %c * (X, RI. This makes ~7 a Cauchy filter 
on the latter space. But in 5Z?c *(X, IN, such Cauchy filters converge (see [4, 3.11 or 
[14, 29.f]). Thus Claim 4 is established. 
The claims above make Lemma 2.1 applicable. So for every closed interval 
A c R its counterpart \A satisfies the calculus axioms for E?rr. In view of Lemma 
2.2, the case of an open interval 0 c R, as 5Zrr-subspace, reduces at once to that of 
its closure \A, already dealt with. We conclude that any such 6? satisfies the 
calculus axioms; thus the theorem is proved for grr. The proof for E’,, proceeds 
similarly: the only further issue is the simple verification that the functor 1 takes 
values in the subcategory ‘Zy c %rr. q 
3. Final hull topocosms 
The remainder of this paper stems from results in [5], written by the first author 
under guidance of the second. It will be shown that 53rr has a subcategory of 
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“proxic” spaces that resemble the behavior of compact Hausdorff spaces in gC *, 
except that proxic spaces are categorically better behaved. This section provides 
theoretical preparation. 
Recall that a topocosm is a topological construct whose empty and one point 
spaces are discrete and whose final epifamilies are preserved by pullbacks (see 
[131). gC * is among several known examples of topocosms. 
If T is a topological construct and P a class of T-spaces, then the final huZZ of P 
in T is the full subcategory determined by those T-spaces X that happen to carry 
the final structure induced on it by the family of all T-maps P +X with domain in 
the class P. The final hull fh(P) is always a coreflective subcategory: the coreflec- 
tion of a given T-space X is obtained by just restructuring X with the mentioned 
final structure. Hence final structures in fh(P) correspond to those of the parent 
topological construct T; initial structures are formed first in T and then restruc- 
tured with the appropriate “finer” th(P)-structure obtained by coreflection. Final 
hulls are similar to monocoreflective hulls, but better behaved (see [13, 14.X4]). 
Theorem 3.1. If P is closed under formation, in the topocosm LF’, of finite products 
and subspaces, then the final hull fh(P) is again a topocosm. Moreover, fh(P) is 
likewise closed under finite products and subspaces formed in %5’. 
Proof. A final hull formed in a topological construct is again a topological 
construct (see [13, Theorem 14.e]). What remains to be shown is that a final 
epifamily fi : Xi + Y (i E I) in th(P) and an IMP&map g : W + Y always yield 
pullbacks f, 0 hi = g 0 ei in h(P) such that the resulting family ei : L$ + W (i E I> is 
again a final epifamily. By assumption we have available final epifamilies bij : Qij 
+X, (j EJ(i)), ak : Pk --) W (k E K) in 2? (hence in th(P)), with all domains in P. 
Form the following pullback in 29: 
d 
Rijk 2 Qij 
Normally the pullback in fh(P) of the two given maps wouId be obtained from the 
above pullback by replacing Rijk with its IMP)-coreflection. But here, since (by 
construction of pullbacks) Rijk arises as a certain subspace of the ‘&product 
Qij X Pk, we have Rijk already in the class P. So the above pullback in ‘%’ is also a 
pullback in fh(P). By universality of the original pullback f, 0 hi = g 0 ei, there 
exists a unique %Y-map pijk : Rijk + U; such that ei 0 pijk = uk 0 cijk holds along with 
a similar equation involving the bij. Since the maps fi 0 b, form a final epifamily 
and E’ is a topocosm, the maps cijk form a final epifamily. The composition 
uk 0 cijk of two final epifamilies is again a final epifamily; therefore so is ei 0 pijk = 
akoc. ,,k; it follows that (e,) is a final epifamily in 575, hence in h(P). 
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Now consider the ‘8’-product W X Y and final epifamilies ak : Pk -+ W (k E K) 
and b, : Q, + Y (I EL) with domains in P. Note that in the topocosm 2? the 
product maps ak x b, : Pk X Q, + W X Y automatically form another final epifam- 
ily; it follows that W X Y lies in e(P). Finally, consider a %?-subspace 2 c Y. The 
insertion map ins: Z + Y is then an embedding (initial mono) in ‘G?. The pullback 
of an embedding is an embedding; so in every pullback b, 0 ins, = ins 0 e, the map 
ins, is again the insertion of a subspace, say V1 c Q,. So VI lies in P and e, : V, + Z 
is a final epifamily in ‘27. It follows that Z is in fh(P>, as we wanted. 0 
The above criterion, to be applied in our construction of the promised topocosm 
er’,, is similar to one obtained in [15] along different lines; there, however, the 
conditions are imposed on a coreflective subcategory B. In practice such B are 
usually of the form fh(P). Verification of the conditions for P-spaces are simpler 
than for fh(P)-spaces. Related results appear also in [161 (cf. [16,50.5,61.3,4]). 
4. The topocosm k!Yp of proximeric spaces 
Let us begin by noting that 2?r, is a topocosm: this was proved in [3] for an 
isomorph of err, the category of grill determined semi-nearness spaces. However, 
someone not already familiar with grills and nearness structures will likely find it 
much simpler to verify the axioms outright, given that the initial and final 
structures are formed as follows. 
Proposition 4.1. (1) A family fj : X += Y (i E I) in ‘Sfr is initial precisely when the 
micromeric filters on X are those g such that for every i the image filter fig is 
micromeric in yi. 
(2) A family fi : Xi + Y (i E I) in ~2’~~ is final precisely when the micromeric filters 
on Y are the point ultrafilters together with those that refine some image filter fiS’ 
with k? micromen’c on Xi. 
Proof. Straightforward. q 
Definition 4.2. A grr-space X is called proxic if every ultrafilter on the set X is 
micromeric. Prox denotes the full subcategory determined by these spaces. 
Prox-spaces in the context of gfr-spaces are analogous to precompact (totally 
bounded) spaces in the context of uniform spaces and also to compact spaces in 
the context of topological spaces. 
Proposition 4.3. Prox is a reflective subcategory of E&. The Prox-reflection of a 
kFfr-space X is obtained by restructuring X as follows: the set of micromeric filters 
becomes enlarged to include all ultrafilters. 
Proof. This follows in a straightforward manner from the definitions and the 
properties of ultrafilters. 0 
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It is clear from Proposition 4.3 that Prox is closed under formation of finite 
products and subspaces in $5’rr--a fact of particular relevance for what follows. 
Moreover, if f : X + Y is a surjective %?r’,,-map and X is proxic, then so is Y, 
because its ultrafilters are images of ultrafilters on X. 
Definition 4.4. ep (proximeric spaces) is the final huh fh(Prox) in ~7~~. Thus a 
E’rr-space X is proximeric iff it forms the codomain of some final epifamily 
f, : P, +X (i E I) in FZr*, with all domains F’, in Prox. As regards examples of 
‘Zp-spaces, the embeddings in Section 5 show that certain topological spaces and 
certain uniform spaces can be regarded in a natural way as %r,-spaces. 
Theorem 4.5. 5Yp is a topocosm. 
Proof. The result is immediate in view of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 3.1. q 
Since $Fi, is a coreflective subcategory of @rr, its final structures coincide with 
those of the parent construct and its initial structures in general are obtained by 
forming the %7p-coreflection of the 5Zf’,,-initial structures. Note however that, by 
Theorem 3.1, finite products and subspaces (hence all finite initial structures) in 55’p 
coincide with those of ‘Zrr. The canonical mapping spaces ‘Zr,(X, Y) in $!Fp are 
obtained by restructuring %‘r$X, Y) with the final structure induced by the family 
of maps tg : P + Z?fr(X, Y), where g varies through all gp-rnaps P X X + Y (see 
[ 13, Proposition 2O.i]). 
Remarks 4.6. While 5Fp was defined as a final hull, it is not hard to give axioms for 
this category: it is equivalent to demand that the micromeric filters of a E’p-space 
X satisfy the axioms (Cfl) and (Cfr) given for %‘rr-spaces together with the following 
axiom: (Cp) every micromeric filter on X has a member P such that an ultrafiher 
is micromeric whenever P belongs to it. Thus ‘Zi,-spaces are those ‘Zf’,,-spaces in 
which every micromeric filter has a proxic member. 
5. Full embeddings 
In this section we provide examples of ‘Zrb-spaces by constructing two full 
restructors into ZFp. 
Definitions 5.1. The category E’, (compactly generated topological spaces) is the 
final hull of Comp, (compact Hausdorff spaces) in Top (topological spaces). The 
Hausdorff spaces in E’7k build the full subcategory kT,, whose spaces are also 
known as k-spaces. PUn denotes the category of separated precompact uniform 
spaces and uniformly continuous maps (see [6] for background). 
We proceed now to construct full functors into ZFp and show that they preserve 
finite products. All these functors are prescribed to preserve underlying sets and 
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underlying functions. With this understanding we define these restructors by just 
indicating how each restructures the given underlying set into a %?p-space. 
Proposition 5.2. For every kT,-space X the convergent filters that have compact 
members furnish micromeric filters for a E’P-structure on X and this determines a full 
restructor 1 : kT, + gr,. Moreover, \ preserves finite products. 
Proof. The reasoning of Theorem 2.3 applies with very minor adaptation to get a 
restructor: the micromeric filters Sr on 1X should have a proxic member and that 
member is provided by the compact member Q (say) postulated for F by 
definition. For fullness one considers compact domains first and one reasons as in 
the fullness proof of Theorem 2.3. For a general kT,-space as domain, continuity 
reduces as usual to continuity on a compact domain-the case first considered. 
For preservation of finite products we have to show that 1(X x Y) = 1X x 1 Y. 
The rigid ‘Zp-map \ (X X Y) + \X X 1 Y is obtained via the universal property of 
the product. To see that the inverse function 1X x I Y+ 1(Xx Y) is a gp-map, 
consider a micromeric filter 9- on the domain, Then pro,.,&+--+x in X with a 
compact member A (say) and pro,F-+y in Y with a compact member B (say>. 
Then the trace of the product filter 9 = pro,Yx pro.9 converges to (x, y) in 
A X B and the Top-product A X B agrees with the kT,-product, being a closed 
Top,-subspace of the kT, product space XX Y. Note that the restructor 
G:rngc* -+L?r* used in Theorem 2.3 gives by restriction a restructor on kT, and 
for this restriction we have \ &I x 1 fB = 1 f(A x B); moreover \ f(A x B) is a 
E’rr-subspace of 1 r(X X Y>. In \ f(A X B) every micromeric filter automatically 
has a compact member, so 1 f(A X B) = \(A x B), a L?r,-subspace of 1(X x Y). 
Since 9 refines the product filter 9, we have 9 -+ (x, y) in XX Y and we 
conclude 9 is micromeric in 1 (X x Y). 0 
Proposition 5.3. For every Pun-space X the Cauchy filters on X furnish the 
micromeric structure for a 5TP-space IX; this leads to a full restructor 1 : PUn -+ 5!Yp 
which preserves finite products. 
Proof. It is clear that we obtain a restructor PUn --j gp. Towards its fullness, recall 
first from uniform space theory that there is a completion functor C : PUn + 
Comp,; let c x : X+ CX be the unit of adjunction (embedding into the comple- 
tion). Since every Cauchy filter on X corresponds to a convergent filter on the 
completion (which is compact), a function g : X + Y between Pun-spaces that 
preserves Cauchy filters extends to a continuous map CX -+ CY. Hence such g is 
the restriction of a uniformly continuous map. It follows that the restructor 1 is 
full. The preservation of finite products follows by an argument quite similar to 
that given in the preceding cases. q 
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